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OZONE GENERATOR
OZONE gas (O3) has a specific smell that you will often be able to smell after a strong thunderstorm. Ozone molecules
form when three oxygen atoms are combined. There is scientific evidence that ozone is a powerful anti-microbial agent,
which - thanks to its oxidising quality - neutralises bacteria, mould, yeast, parasites and viruses. Furthermore, it has no
harmful effect as it rapidly decomposes into O2, which leaves steam. Therefore, this is a completely eco-friendly product
that meets ISO14001 and EMAS standards.
OZONE eliminates bad smell, it does not conceal the smell like many other air purifiers, ozone does not destroy chemical
connections, and it cleans the surrounding air and eliminates completely unpleasant smells.
ADVANTAGES
• Eliminerer Eliminates bad smell from interior surfaces (cars, boats, houses, refrigerators, etc...)
• Effective against tobacco and food smell
• Maintenance-free
• No harmful substances are used and no residue (O3 decomposes to O2)
• Quickly eliminates microorganisms (viruses, bacteria, spores, mould, parasites, protozoa, etc...)
RECOMMENDED TIME CONSUMPTION:
• 15 minutes: compact vehicle - sports car - estate or space up to 10 m²
• 30 minutes: SUV - MPV - van - minivan - camper van or space up to 20 m²
• 45 minutes: bus or space up to 30 m²
• 60 minutes: space up to 40 m²
• 90 minutes: space up to 50 m²
FEATURES:
• Voltage supply: 12V (AB1083) eller 220V (AB1040)
• Operating temperature: 0°C - 60°C
• Ozone production: 800 mgr/H
• Dimensions: L250 X P153 X H80 (AB1083); L285 X P130 X H210 mm (AB1040)
• Weight : 1570 gr (AB1083); 2900 gr (AB1040)
IMPORTANT WARNING !
No living organisms and human beings must be present in the room while the machine is switched on. The room should
be fully ventilated, before it is taken into use.fuldt ventileret, før det tages i brug.
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